Paper 2

Question 1-
- Read the lines it tells you to in the question
- Shade the circle of the 4 TRUE answers

Question 2- Write a summary of the differences between Source A and Source B...
- W (Whereas...)
- P (Point- Source A- use key words of the question)
- E (evidence- quote)
- I (inference- This suggests that.../ Readers can infer that...)
- P (Point- Source B- use key words of the question)
- E (evidence- quote)
- I (inference- This suggests that.../ Readers can infer that...)

Need to write 2 x WPEIPEI paragraphs.

Question 3- How does the writer use language to ??
- Point (e.g. The writer uses _____ (term) e.g. key e.g. adjectives/ emotive language/)
- E
- A
- R

Need to write 2/3 paragraphs

Use ZIRFS to help you think of ideas (Zoom into key words/ imagery/ repetition or rhetorical qu/ figurative language/ sentences)

Question 4- Compare how writers present attitudes/ views/ perspectives/ feeling about ...